
Letter
Ashley, my dear love, I am writing this letter to you because I own you an explication. There has

not been a single night in which I have not dreamed about you, without you I do not feel like myself. I
still  remember  the  comfortable  life  we  had  during  the  war.  The  second  Great  War  brought  many
misfortunes with itself, broken families, destroyed countries, corrupt governments, and many more. But
the most important thing as you already know is that war makes the rich get richer. As an ambitious man
myself I have always found new ways of earning more and more money, even with a company which
grew as fast as mine, I still had to get more, so this is where the part of the story you do not know
begins. 

As you already know I was involved in politics during a brief amount of time, what you lack
knowledge of is why I was thrown out of the British syndicate. The Great War had just started in 1939
and the news were spreading like wildfire. Even though I was strongly against it,  Britain was about to
enter the war, our government contrary to common thought was very encouraging of the war since they
saw it as an opportunity to become what they once were, the most influential country in the world.
Most of the people who were against the war got kicked out of the government. 

During the war before the American intervention, Nazi Germany had the winning odds. What
people  did  not  realize  is  why  was  this  happening,  why  were  they  Nazi  forces  managing  to  stand
successful against more than half of Europe? The answer to this is their widespread web of spies.

The first time I was contacted by a spy occurred right after we came back to London from our
winter break in our dear Marilyn House. Do you remember how we spent our whole days laughing near
the crimson fire of our house in the Marilyns? Hidden between the emerald green trees of our forest,
which only the wind dared bother. Getting back to topic these agents were very eager about obtaining
information from within Britain, although at first I was not so keen about this idea, the amount of money
they were offering me for each small meeting was just so immense that I could not refuse. 

The money I got from them went into a secret savings fund I have, which is what I owe my life to.
The meetings became very important but for me they got to an end with the American interference in
1941,  the Nazi  forced stopped having an endless  supply  of  money,  which led to  smaller  payments,
making me withdraw from their little covert operation which put an end to my allegiance to them. 

The main problem has been in development since 1942, our government started a so called
operation of an “inner cleansing”, a series of investigations to uncover who had been under contact with
German spies. This started thanks to an ignorant fool that felt guilty and gave in to the government, the
only  thing  he  was  rewarded  with  was  both  a  death  penalty  and  public  execution.  You  might  be
wondering how I managed to sneak out of the country through this chaos, I’ll tell you the whole story
when we meet again, but lets just say that even though I am no scientist it had something to do with
Operation Paperclip, thanks to Americans valuing money even more than me.

As I have told you many times, when it comes down to importance, you are the meaning of my
life and the only person that completes me. I am troubled with figuring out a plan to get you through our
borders safe and sound without suspicions. Know that you are being monitored by the government, but



soon enough you will be with me. Apparently the only places where others will not bothered us are our
house in the Marilyns and soon enough in America. 

I sincerely hope that you understand the grave situation that I am in and that you accept my
most sincere apologies for everything that has happened up until now. 

We will build our empire again.

Love - 

Operation  Paperclip – the  secret  United  States  Joint  Intelligence  Objectives
Agency(JIOA)  program  in  which  more  than  1  600  German  scientists,  engineers,  and
technicians*many of whom were formerly registered members of the Nazi Party and some of
whom had leadership roles in in) were recruited and brought to the United States of America for
government employment from post-Nazi Germany(after World War II)   - Taken from Wikipedia.


